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Feynman’s	Ill-Conceived	Top-Down	
Approach	to	Nanotechnology	

Feynman	Suggested	a	Top-Down	Approach	to	Nanotechnology	
	
Feynman	(“Plenty	of	room	at	the	boBom”,	1959):	
• Can	the	doctor	be	swallowed?	(Albert	Hibbs)	
• Can	we	build	Mny	factories	that	can	arrange	atoms	the	way	we	want?	
• Can	we	write	the	24	volumes	of	the	Encyclopedia	BriBanica	on	the	head	of	a	pin?	
	
⇒  Not	Chemically	Feasible	at	the	Molecular	Scale	
	
	
“This	fact	-	that	enormous	amounts	of	informa2on	can	be	carried	in	an	exceedingly	
small	space	-	is,	of	course,	well	known	to	the	biologists,	and	resolves	the	mystery	which	
existed	before	we	understood	all	this	clearly,	of	how	it	could	be	that,	in	the	2niest	cell,	
all	of	the	informa2on	for	the	organiza2on	of	a	complex	creature	such	as	ourselves	can	
be	stored.	All	this	informa2on---whether	we	have	brown	eyes,	or	whether	we	think	at	
all,	or	that	in	the	embryo	the	jawbone	should	first	develop	with	a	liCle	hole	in	the	side	
so	that	later	a	nerve	can	grow	through	it	-	all	this	informa2on	is	contained	in	a	very	
2ny	frac2on	of	the	cell	in	the	form	of	long-chain	DNA	molecules	in	which	
approximately	50	atoms	are	used	for	one	bit	of	informa2on	about	the	cell.”	



BoBom-Up	Self-Assembly	in	Nature	
Spontaneous organization of components into stable 

superstructures due to local interactions

From microscopic living cells to gigantic galaxies



Introduction to  
DNA Self-Assembly 



Overview	

•  Why	do	self-assembly	using	DNA?	

1.   Natural	nanoscale	material	

2.   Ability	to	carry	informaEon	can	be	exploited	in	self-
assembly	process	

3.   Well	established	base-pairing	model	in	which	the	
stability	of	a	base-pair	depends	on	their	idenEty		

									(A-T,	C-G)	



Overview	
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Key	to	DNA	Self-Assembly	
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What	is	DNA	Self-Assembly?	

Programming	DNA	strands	to	organize	
themselves	into	nanoscale	shapes,	paBerns,	and	
devices	through	Watson-Crick	base-pairing.	



DNA	Nanotechnology	via	Self-Assembly	

Seeman	1982:		
•  “It	is	possible	to	generate	sequences	of	oligomeric	

nucleic	acids	which	will	preferenMally	associate	to	form	
migraMonally	immobile	juncMons,	rather	than	linear	
duplexes,	as	they	usually	do.”	
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Figure 2
Self-assembly of branched DNA molecules to form larger arrangements. The
image on the left shows a four-arm branched junction made from four
differently colored strands. Its double helical domains are tailed in 5′ sticky
ends labeled (clockwise from the left) X, Y′, X′, and Y; the sticky ends are
indicated by small extensions from the main strand (our convention is to
represent 3′ ends by arrowheads or, as here, by half arrowheads). The primed
sticky ends complement the unprimed ones. The image on the right shows how
four of these junctions can self-assemble through this complementarity to yield
a quadrilateral. The sticky ends have come together in a complementary
fashion. Note, this assembly does not use up all the available sticky ends, so that
those that are left over could be used to generate a lattice in two dimensions
(2D) and, indeed, in 3D.

1.3. Convenient Synthesis
of Designed Sequences
Biologically derived branched DNA molecules,
such as Holliday junctions, are inherently un-
stable because they exhibit sequence symme-
try, i.e., the four strands actually consist of two
pairs of strands with the same sequence. This
symmetry enables an isomerization known as
branch migration that allows the branch point
to relocate (10). Branch migration can be elim-
inated if one chooses sequences that lack sym-
metry in the vicinity of the branch point. We
discuss below different approaches to the use
of symmetry in DNA nanotechnology, but the
first approaches to DNA nanotechnology en-
tailed sequence design that attempted to mini-
mize sequence symmetry in every way possible.
Such sequences are not readily obtained from
natural sources, which leads to the third pillar
supporting DNA nanotechnology, the synthesis
of DNA molecules of arbitrary sequence (11).
Fortunately, this is a capability that has existed
for about as long as needed by this enterprise:
Synthesis within laboratories or centralized

facilities has been around since the 1980s. To-
day, it is possible to order all the DNA com-
ponents needed for DNA nanotechnology, so
long as they lack complex modifications, i.e., so-
called “vanilla” DNA. In addition, the biotech-
nology enterprise has generated a demand for
many variants on the theme of DNA (e.g., bi-
otinylated molecules), and these molecules are
also readily synthesized or purchased.

2. INITIAL STEPS IN
THE PROCESS
There are two fundamental steps needed to per-
form projects in structural DNA nanotechnol-
ogy: motif design and sequence design. In gen-
erating species more complex than the linear
duplex DNA molecule, it is useful to have a pro-
tocol that leads to new DNA motifs in a con-
venient fashion; this protocol, based on recip-
rocal exchange, is presented in Section 2.1. Of
course, whatever motif is designed, it must self-
assemble from individual strands. Ultimately, it
is necessary to assign sequences to the strands,
sequences that will assemble into the designed
motif, rather than some other structure. The se-
quence symmetry minimization procedure of-
ten used for sequence design is presented in
Section 2.2.

2.1. Motif Design
Motif design relies on the operation of recip-
rocal exchange, the switching of the connec-
tions between DNA strands in two different
double helices to produce a new connectivity.
This notion is illustrated in Figure 3a where a
red strand and a blue strand undergo recipro-
cal exchange to produce red-blue and blue-red
strands. It is important to recognize that this
is not an operation performed in the labora-
tory; it is done on paper or in the computer,
and then the strands corresponding to the re-
sults of the operation are synthesized. Owing
to the polar nature of DNA backbones, the op-
eration can be performed between strands of
the same polarity or between strands of oppo-
site polarity. If only a single reciprocal exchange

68 Seeman
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Seeman,	N.	C.	(1982).	Nucleic	acid	juncMons	and	laaces.	Journal	of	Theore2cal	Biology,	99(2),	
237–247.	doi:10.1016/0022-5193(82)90002-9	



Some	results	of	DNA	self-assembly	

The	ElectrophoreMc	ProperMes	Of	A	
DNA	Cube	And	Its	Substructure	
Catenanes	:	Mao	And	Seeman	

NYU		
1991	

Purdue	

Self-assembly	Of	Hexagonal	DNA	
Two-dimensional	(2D)	Arrays:	He,	

Chen,	Liu,	Ribbe,	And	Mao	

2005	
Caltech	

Folding	DNA	To	Create	Nanoscale	
Shapes	And	PaBerns:	Rothemund	

Algorithmic	Self-assembly	Of	DNA	Sierpinski	
Triangles:	Rothemund,	Papadakis,	Winfree	

2004	 2006	

Self-assembly	Of	DNA	Into	Nanoscale	Three-dimensional	Shapes:	
Douglas,	Dietz,	Liedl,	Hogberg,	Graf,	Shih	

Harvard	

2009	

Duke	

Finite-size,	Fully-addressable	DNA	Tile	Laaces	
Formed	By	Hierarchical	Assembly	Procedures	:		Park,	

Pistol,	Ahn,	Reif,	Lebeck,	Dwyer,	Labean	

4x4	DNA	Tile	And	Laaces:	CharacterizaMon,	Self-assembly	And	MetallizaMon	Of	A	
Novel	DNA	Nanostructure	MoMf	:	Yan,	Park,	Finkelstein,	Reif	And	Labean	

Directed	NucleaMon	Assembly	Of	DNA	Tile	
Complexes	For	Barcode-paBerned	
Laaces:	Yan,	Labean,	Feng,	Reif	

Unpublished	Data:	
Majumder,	Reif	

2003	
2006	 2003	



The	Big	Picture	
•  What	does	this	Chemistry	(DNA	Nanostructures	&	DNA	

HybridizaMon	ReacMons)	have	to	do	with	Computer	Science	(CS)?	

•  TranslaMng	CS	to	the	bio/nanoscale:	
	

–  Molecular	PaXerning:	We	can	design	DNA	to	self-assemble	into	
paXerned	in	a	programmable	way.	

–  Molecular	Computers:	We	can	design	DNA	to	perform	
programmed	ComputaEons	at	the	Molecular	Scale.	

–  Molecular	Motors	and	Robots	MoEon:	We	can	use	these	
components	to	perform	acEons	and	movements.	



Milestones	for	DNA	ComputaMon,	
NanoAssembly	&	RoboMcs	

•  1994:	Adelman	solved	a	combinatorial	opEmizaEon	problem(	the	Hamiltonian	path	
problem)	using	DNA	

•  2000:	Mao,	LaBean,	Reif	and	Seeman	demonstrate	first	molecular	computaEons	via	DNA	
Ele	self-assembly.		

•  2000:	Yurke	and	Turberfield	demonstrate	a	DNA	“tweezer”	roboEc	device	

•  2003:	Yan	and	Reif	give	first	experimental	demonstraEon	of	programmable	molecular-scale	
paXerning	of	DNA	nanostructures	

•  2004:	Yin,	Turberfield,	and	Reif	demonstrate	the	first	autonomous	DNA	enzymaEc	walker	

•  2004:	Rothemund	and	Winfree	(CS)	demonstrate	2D	algorithmic	self-assembly	of	DNA	
Sierpinski	Triangles	

•  2006:	Rothemund	demonstrates	a	general	technique	“DNA	Origami”	for	self-assembling	
DNA	nanostructures	with	high	yield	

•  2009:	William	Shih	extends	DNA	Origami	to	three	dimensions	

•  2010:	Stephanovic	programs	a	roboEc	DNAzyme	spider	that	can	walk	and	respond	to	
instrucEonal	signals	on	a	DNA	landscape	

•  2011:	Qian	and	Winfree	calculate	square	root	using	DNA	circuit	

•  2006:	Tiaqi	and	Reif	demonstrate	DNA	circuits	for	analog	computaEon.	



 
Design & Experimental 

Demonstration of DNA Tiles and 
Lattices 



DNA tiles 
 

DNA molecules self-assembled from artificially synthesized single stranded DNA. 
•  Anti-parallel crossovers:

–   cause a reversal in direction of strand propagation 
through the tile following exchange of strand to a 
new helix. 	

•  Pads:	
–  Tiles	have	sMcky	ends	that	preferenMally	match	the	

sMcky	ends	of	certain	other	DNA	Mles.	

–  The	sMcky	ends	facilitate	the	further	assembly	into	
Mling	laaces.	

–  Total of 4 Pads of single stranded DNA at ends.	

cool cool

sticky end

Self-Assembly from DNA strands, to Tiles, to Lattices

 Lattice Self-Assembly:
• Driven by Watson-Crick base pairing : A ↔ T & C ↔ G
•  Leads to energy minimization of the final structure

•  Base pairing and base stacking
•  Programmability:

•  AGTGC sticks to GCACT (reverse complement)



TX	Eles	

•  TX tiles – extension of the DX tile/ Has three helices made of 4 strands

LaBean,	Reif	et	al,	J.	Am.	Chem.	Soc.,	2000	
	
Chengde	Mao,	Thomas	H.	LaBean,	John	H.	Reif,	Nadrian	C.	Seeman,	
Logical	ComputaEon	Using	Algorithmic	Self-Assembly	of	DNA	Triple-
Crossover	Molecules,	Nature,	vol.	407,	pp.	493-495	(Sept.	28	2000)	



Unique Sticky Ends on DNA tiles.  Input layers can be assembled 
via unique sticky-ends at each tile joint thereby requiring one tile 
type for each position in the input layer.  

Tiling	self-assembly:													
proceeds	by	the	selecMve									annealing	of	the	pads	of	disMnct	Mles,							

which	allows	Mles	to												compose	together	to	form	a	controlled	Mling						
laace.	

 
 
Figure. The binding of DNA tile pad pairs.  The two tiles interact by hybridization 
at their adjacent pads to form a two-tile assembly. 



TX	laaces	

Chengde	Mao,	Thomas	H.	
LaBean,	John	H.	Reif,	Nadrian	
C.	Seeman,	Logical	
ComputaEon	Using	
Algorithmic	Self-Assembly	of	
DNA	Triple-Crossover	
Molecules,	Nature,	vol.	407,	
pp.	493-495	(Sept.	28	2000).	



Cross	Tile	

Dage	Liu,	John	H.	Reif,	Thomas	H.	
LaBean,	DNA	nanotubes	self-
assembled	from	triple-crossover	
Eles	as	templates	for	conducEve	
nanowires,	Proceedings	of	the	
NaEonal	Academy	of	Science(PNAS),	
Vol.	101,	No.	3,	pp.	717-722,	
(January	20,	2004).	PubMed	PMID:	
14709674	 



Corrugated	Laace	of	Cross	Tiles	

Hao Yan, Sung Ha Park, 
Gleb Finkelstein, John 
H. Reif, and Thomas H. 
L a B e a n ,  D N A -
T e m p l a t e d S e l f -
Assembly of Protein 
Arrays a n d H igh ly 
Conductive Nanowires, 
Science, Vol. 301, pp. 
1882-1884, Sep 26 2003.



 
Computational DNA Lattices  



First Experimental Demonstrations of 
Computation via Tiling Assembly: 
1D DNA Tiling Computation:

 
 

•  C Mao, T H LaBean, J H Reif, N C Seeman, Logical 
Computation using Algorithmic Self-assembly of DNA 
Triple-crossover Molecules, Nature (2000)   

•  Hao Yan, Liping Feng, Thomas H. LaBean, and John Reif, 
Parallel Molecular Computations of Pairwise Exclusive-Or 

(XOR) Using DNA "String Tile" Self-Assembly, JACS (2003).  



1st	Experimental	DemonstraMons	of	
Molecular	ComputaMon	via	DNA	Tiling	

• First experimental 
d emons t r a t i on o f 
c o m p u t a t i o n v i a 
m o l e c u l a r  s e l f -
assembly: Computation 
of XOR using DNA 
t r i p l e - c r o s s o v e r 
molecules

Chengde	Mao,	Thomas	H.	LaBean,	
John	H.	Reif,	Nadrian	C.	Seeman,	
Logical	ComputaEon	Using	
Algorithmic	Self-Assembly	of	DNA	
Triple-Crossover	Molecules,	Nature,	
vol.	407,	pp.	493-495	(Sept.	28	2000).	



“String Tile” Addition.  Example. 

$
$

c0 c0 c0c1

0
1

$ $
 1      0       1    $    0      1      1     $    0      0       1    =    IA  $  OR  $  IB

  101
+001
  110

•Anneal strands to form assembly.
• Ligate reporter strand segments.
•Purify reporter strand and read values by PCR.

Hao	Yan,	Liping	Feng,	Thomas	H.	LaBean,	and	John	Reif,	Parallel	Molecular	ComputaEons	of	Pairwise	
	Exclusive-Or	(XOR)	Using	DNA	"String	Tile"	Self-Assembly,	JACS	(2003).	



•  String Tile Addition Pads:
–  The sticky end pads on right encode:

•  carry bits coming in and IAi and IBi encode the two input bits.
–  Left-hand pads pass new carry value on to next step
–  Reporter strands indicated by arrows; Oi encodes: output bit.    

$
$

c0 c0 c0c1
0
1

$ $
1      0     1   $   0     1     1   $   0     0      1   =    IA  $  OR  $  IB

  101
+001
  110

tile ci IAi IBi   Oi ci+1  

 1   0  0  0    0  0
 2   0  0  1    1  0
 3   0  1  0    1  0
 4   0  1  1    0  1
 5   1  0  0    1  0
 6   1  0  1    0  1
 7   1  1  0    0  1
 8   1  1  1    1  1 carry out

IAi

IBi

Oi

~c1i+1

c2i+1

~c3i+1

c1i

~c2i

c3i

{ {

carry in

•   Pad Programming via Truth Table:
–  Column ci  gives values for the 3 right-hand pads (c1i, ~c2i, c3i)
–  Column ci+1 gives  value for the 3 left-hand pads  (~c1i+1, c2i+1, ~c3i+1). 

•  		



TAE Assemblies for  
XOR Computation XOR	via	TAE	ComputaMonal	Complex	

	with	Visual	Readout

Hao	Yan,	Liping	Feng,	Thomas	H.	LaBean,	and	John	Reif,	Parallel	Molecular	ComputaMons	of	Pairwise	
	Exclusive-Or	(XOR)	Using	DNA	"String	Tile"	Self-Assembly,	JACS	(2003).	



S u b s e q u e n t  e x p e r i m e n t a l 
demonstration of computation via 2D 
DNA self-assembly at Caltech:

Algorithmic Self-assembly Of DNA Sierpinski 
Triangles: Rothemund, Papadakis, Winfree

•   



 

•  Paul W.K. Rothemund, Nick Papadakis, Erik Winfree, Algorithmic Self-
Assembly of DNA Sierpinski Triangles. PLoS Biology (2004) 

2D	DNA	Tiling		
ComputaMon:

Paul W K Rothemund & Erik Winfree  

California Institute of Technology 



 
Patterned DNA Lattices  



29	

Programmable Patterned DNA Nanostructures	

	
	

NOT Patterned:                    Patterned: 
 	



Motivation for Patterned DNA lattices
•  Allows for Attachment of Nanoparticles at Specific Sites on 

Lattice 

 
 
•  Application:Molecular Electronics: Layout of molecular electronic  

circuit components  on DNA tiling arrays. 



Programmable	Barcoded	Lakces	

A

B

C

Molecular Pattern Formation using Scaffold Strands for 
Directed Nucleation: 

• Multiple tiles of an input layer can be assembled around a single, long DNA 
strand we refer to as a scaffold strand (shown as black lines in the figures). 

Barcode lattice displays banding patterns dictated by the sequence of bit values programmed 
on the input layer 

Input 
Strand 

1     0     1     1     0     0     0     1     0     1     1     1 

Hao Yan 

 

Hao Yan, Thomas H. LaBean, Liping Feng, and John H. Reif, Directed 
Nucleation Assembly of Barcode Patterned DNA Lattices, Proceedings of 
the National Academy of Science(PNAS), Volume 100, No. 14, pp. 
8103-8108, July 8, (2003)



Barcode lattice displays 
 banding patterns 
dictated by the same  
sequence of bit values 
 programmed on  each 
  layer. 

	Barcode	Laace	for	Rendering	1	D	PaBerns:	
H	Yan,	T	LaBean,	L	Feng,	J.	Reif,	PNAS	(2003). Hao Yan 

 



Hierarchical	cross	Mle	



Hierarchical	Assembly	of	cross	Mles	



Addressable	cross	Mle	



Addressable	cross	Mle	

Sung Ha Park, Constantin Pistol, Sang Jung Ahn, John H. Reif, Alvin R. 
Lebeck, Chris Dwyer, and Thomas H. LaBean, Finite-Size, Fully 
Addressable DNA Tile Lattices Formed by Hierarchical Assembly 
Procedures, Angewandte Chemie [International Edition], Volume 45, 
Issue 5, pp. 735-739



Molecular	Scale	PaBerning	using	
Hierarchical	Assembly	of	cross	Mles	



 

Hierarchical Assembly of DNA Lattices
with 2 D Pattern “DNA”

Sung	Ha	Park,	ConstanEn	Pistol,	Sang	Jung	Ahn,	John	H.	Reif,	Alvin	R.	Lebeck,	Chris	Dwyer,	and	Thomas	H.	
LaBean,	Finite-Size,	Fully	Addressable	DNA	Tile	Lakces	Formed	by	Hierarchical	Assembly	Procedures,	
Angewandte	Chemie	[InternaEonal	EdiEon],	2006.	



 

Assembling a 2 D Pattern by 
Directed	NucleaMon	: 

Self Assembly of Tiles 

around a DNA Strand Defining a 2D Pattern 

Design Idea by LaBean & Reif, early 2000s



 
DNA Origami 



Paul W K Rothemund’s  
DNA	Origami	

© 2006 Nature Publishing Group 

 

y-direction. As noticed before in DNA lattices15, parallel helices in
such structures are not close-packed, perhaps owing to electrostatic
repulsion. Thus the exact y-resolution depends on the gap between
helices. The gap, in turn, appears to depend on the spacing of
crossovers. In Fig. 1a crossovers occur every 1.5 turns along alter-
nating sides of a helix, but any odd number of half-turnsmay be used.
In this study, data are consistent with an inter-helix gap of 1 nm
for 1.5-turn spacing and 1.5 nm for 2.5-turn spacing, yielding a
y-resolution of 6 or 7 nm, respectively.
Conceptually, the second step (illustrated in Fig. 1b) proceeds by

folding a single long scaffold strand (900 nucleotides (nt) in Fig. 1b)
back and forth in a raster fill pattern so that it comprises one of the
two strands in every helix; progression of the scaffold from one helix
to another creates an additional set of crossovers, the ‘scaffold
crossovers’ (indicated by small red crosses in Fig. 1b). The funda-
mental constraint on a folding path is that the scaffold can form a
crossover only at those locations where the DNA twist places it at a

tangent point between helices. Thus for the scaffold to raster
progressively from one helix to another and onto a third, the distance
between successive scaffold crossoversmust be an odd number of half
turns. Conversely, where the raster reverses direction vertically and
returns to a previously visited helix, the distance between scaffold
crossovers must be an even number of half-turns. Note that the
folding path shown in Fig. 1b is compatible with a circular scaffold
and leaves a ‘seam’ (a contour which the path does not cross).
Once the geometric model and a folding path are designed, they

are represented as lists of DNA lengths and offsets in units of half-
turns. These lists, along with the DNA sequence of the actual scaffold
to be used, are input to a computer program. Rather than assuming
10.5 base pairs (bp) per turn (which corresponds to standard B-DNA
twist), the program uses an integer number of bases between periodic
crossovers (for example, 16 bp for 1.5 turns). It then performs the
third step, the design of a set of ‘staple strands’ (the coloured DNA
strands in Fig. 1c) that provide Watson–Crick complements for the

Figure 1 |Design of DNAorigami. a, A shape (red) approximated by parallel
double helices joined by periodic crossovers (blue). b, A scaffold (black) runs
through every helix and forms more crossovers (red). c, As first designed,
most staples bind two helices and are 16-mers. d, Similar to c with strands
drawn as helices. Red triangles point to scaffold crossovers, black triangles to
periodic crossovers with minor grooves on the top face of the shape, blue
triangles to periodic crossovers with minor grooves on bottom. Cross-
sections of crossovers (1, 2, viewed from left) indicate backbone positions

with coloured lines, andmajor/minor grooves by large/small angles between
them. Arrows in c point to nicks sealed to create green strands in d. Yellow
diamonds in c and d indicate a position at which staples may be cut and
resealed to bridge the seam. e, A finished design after merges and
rearrangements along the seam. Most staples are 32-mers spanning three
helices. Insets show a dumbbell hairpin (d) and a 4-T loop (e), modifications
used in Fig. 3.
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2006	-	Folding	DNA	to	create	nanoscale	shapes	and	paXerns	



2005	–	Design	of	DNA	Origami	

If the DNA helix were a simple helix, with continous rather than
discrete strands and symmetric placement of the strands around a
helix, then it would be possible to introduce a crossover along the
tangent line between two parallel helices whenever a pair of strands
from different helices crossed through the tangent line at the same
point. If two helices were properly aligned, it would seem that this
opportunity would happen at a sequence of points spaced successively
one turn apart along the helices. However, the combination of the non-
integral number of bases per turn and the existence of a major/minor
groove mean that the backbone of the DNA strands cannot always be
positioned exactly at the tangent point between two adjacent helices.
The twist of two backbones at the position of closest approach to
this tangent line could be off by roughly 34 degrees (in each helix)
and can introduce undesired strain into the structure. Just keeping
track of the point of closest approach is difficult to do by hand—
humans don’t naturally think in terms of a double helix, made worse
by the fact that it is asymmetric. (The sign of the error in twist is
determined by the right-handed nature of DNA, and it is easy to flip
in mental manipulations.) The use of a regular array of crossovers
makes the problem somewhat better—the configuration of twists can
be determined for one crossover and understood at other locations
by using the symmetries of the crossover lattice. Edges and seams
of DNA origami present departures from the regular lattice and the
twist at such locations is best kept track of by software.

Right now the program that I use to design DNA origami is
written in Matlab and is quite clunky. It takes, as input (1) a hand-
generated representation of a geometrical model, as in Fig. 2a (2)
hand-generated positions of any seams in the structure (3) a hand-
generated folding path that runs through the model and respects the
seams, as in Fig. 2b and (4) a sequence for the scaffold. Using one of
a couple different (but equally low-level representations) the model,
seam positions, and folding path are input as lists of helix lengths in
units of turns or bases. The folding path requires an additional list
of orientations specifying its direction of travel to the left or right
of adjacent seams. The design program applies the scaffold sequence
to the model, using the folding path as a guide, and generates the
appropriate set of helper strands. Similar to Latex, the program is
run several times to make various refinements to the design, for
example to change the position of crossovers by a single base to
minimize twist strain, or to join or to break helper strands. Like
the geometrical model and folding path, these perturbations to the
structure are decided by the user and specified in excruciating detail.

Thus there are several opportunities to further automate the de-
sign software. Users should be able to specify a shape and the
software should be able to generate the best-fit geometrical model
that approximates the shape within a single turn of DNA. Further,
a generalization of some raster-fill algorithm should be used to
generate the folding path and seam positions, to route the scaffold
strand appropriately around voids in the specified shape. Because
the folding path is not unique and different folding paths may have
bearing on the mechanical properties of the final structure through
the placement of seams, the raster-fill algorithm should probably
take some user preferences concerning the placement of seams and
routing around voids. The adjustment of crossover positions to relieve
strain should be similarly automatic and similarly subject to some
user preference. On the edges of a shape some twist strain may be
acceptable in order to better approximate a desired curve; within a
shape, strain along seams is probably unacceptable and optimization
will be preferred. Similarly, the merging of helper strands into longer
sequences, or rearrangement of helper strands to bridge seams, should
be automated. Users should be able to specify one of several patterns
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Fig. 6. A cartoon depicts folding of DNA origami as temperature changes
from 90 C to 20 C.

of merges that can be applied; intervention should only be required
where seams or edges generate unusual boundary conditions. And the
design program should have a WYSIWYG interface that can render
the design as a line drawing (Fig. 2c), a two-dimensional drawing of
helices (Fig.2d) or full 3D model of the structure. 3D modelling tools
for nanocanonical DNA structures (like DNA origami) exist [26] but
none have ever been integrated into a DNA design package.

All of the above modifications seem implementable, and seem to
contain little in the way of fundamental algorithms development. The
creation of an appropriate raster-fill technique seems interesting and
would seem to require a bit of topological thinking to route the strand
around voids. Still, some simple and clever hack may be able to
generate satisfactory folding paths for a majority of cases.

Much more interesting is the generalization of DNA origami
to three dimensions. There are several simple three dimensional
generalizations of DNA origami as described here. That is, there are
several distinct geometrical contexts (that occur in 2D DNA origami)
where one might add joints to two dimensional origami and which
force the folding path into the third dimension. Further, in each
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tangent line between two parallel helices whenever a pair of strands
from different helices crossed through the tangent line at the same
point. If two helices were properly aligned, it would seem that this
opportunity would happen at a sequence of points spaced successively
one turn apart along the helices. However, the combination of the non-
integral number of bases per turn and the existence of a major/minor
groove mean that the backbone of the DNA strands cannot always be
positioned exactly at the tangent point between two adjacent helices.
The twist of two backbones at the position of closest approach to
this tangent line could be off by roughly 34 degrees (in each helix)
and can introduce undesired strain into the structure. Just keeping
track of the point of closest approach is difficult to do by hand—
humans don’t naturally think in terms of a double helix, made worse
by the fact that it is asymmetric. (The sign of the error in twist is
determined by the right-handed nature of DNA, and it is easy to flip
in mental manipulations.) The use of a regular array of crossovers
makes the problem somewhat better—the configuration of twists can
be determined for one crossover and understood at other locations
by using the symmetries of the crossover lattice. Edges and seams
of DNA origami present departures from the regular lattice and the
twist at such locations is best kept track of by software.
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generate the folding path and seam positions, to route the scaffold
strand appropriately around voids in the specified shape. Because
the folding path is not unique and different folding paths may have
bearing on the mechanical properties of the final structure through
the placement of seams, the raster-fill algorithm should probably
take some user preferences concerning the placement of seams and
routing around voids. The adjustment of crossover positions to relieve
strain should be similarly automatic and similarly subject to some
user preference. On the edges of a shape some twist strain may be
acceptable in order to better approximate a desired curve; within a
shape, strain along seams is probably unacceptable and optimization
will be preferred. Similarly, the merging of helper strands into longer
sequences, or rearrangement of helper strands to bridge seams, should
be automated. Users should be able to specify one of several patterns
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generate the folding path and seam positions, to route the scaffold
strand appropriately around voids in the specified shape. Because
the folding path is not unique and different folding paths may have
bearing on the mechanical properties of the final structure through
the placement of seams, the raster-fill algorithm should probably
take some user preferences concerning the placement of seams and
routing around voids. The adjustment of crossover positions to relieve
strain should be similarly automatic and similarly subject to some
user preference. On the edges of a shape some twist strain may be
acceptable in order to better approximate a desired curve; within a
shape, strain along seams is probably unacceptable and optimization
will be preferred. Similarly, the merging of helper strands into longer
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of merges that can be applied; intervention should only be required
where seams or edges generate unusual boundary conditions. And the
design program should have a WYSIWYG interface that can render
the design as a line drawing (Fig. 2c), a two-dimensional drawing of
helices (Fig.2d) or full 3D model of the structure. 3D modelling tools
for nanocanonical DNA structures (like DNA origami) exist [26] but
none have ever been integrated into a DNA design package.

All of the above modifications seem implementable, and seem to
contain little in the way of fundamental algorithms development. The
creation of an appropriate raster-fill technique seems interesting and
would seem to require a bit of topological thinking to route the strand
around voids. Still, some simple and clever hack may be able to
generate satisfactory folding paths for a majority of cases.

Much more interesting is the generalization of DNA origami
to three dimensions. There are several simple three dimensional
generalizations of DNA origami as described here. That is, there are
several distinct geometrical contexts (that occur in 2D DNA origami)
where one might add joints to two dimensional origami and which
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scaffold and create the periodic crossovers. Staples reverse direction
at these crossovers; thus crossovers are antiparallel, a stable configu-
ration well characterized in DNA nanostructures16. Note that the
crossovers in Fig. 1c are drawn somewhatmisleadingly, in that single-
stranded regions appear to span the inter-helix gap even though the
design leaves no bases unpaired. In the assembled structures, helices
are likely to bend gently to meet at crossovers so that only a single
phosphate from each backbone occurs in the gap (as ref. 16 suggests
for similar structures). Such small-angle bending is not expected to
greatly affect the width of DNA origami (see also Supplementary
Note S2).
Theminimization and balancing of twist strain between crossovers

is complicated by the non-integer number of base pairs per half-turn
(5.25 in standard B-DNA) and the asymmetric nature of the helix (it
has major and minor grooves). Therefore, to balance the strain15

caused by representing 1.5 turns with 16 bp, periodic crossovers are
arranged with a glide symmetry, namely that the minor groove faces
alternating directions in alternating columns of periodic crossovers
(see Fig. 1d, especially cross-sections 1 and 2). Scaffold crossovers are
not balanced in this way. Thus in the fourth step, the twist of scaffold
crossovers is calculated and their position is changed (typically by a
single bp) to minimize strain; staple sequences are recomputed
accordingly. Along seams and some edges the minor groove angle
(1508) places scaffold crossovers in tension with adjacent periodic
crossovers (Fig. 1d, cross-section 2); such situations are left
unchanged.

Wherever two staples meet there is a nick in the backbone. Nicks
occur on the top and bottom faces of the helices, as depicted in
Fig. 1d. In the final step, to give the staples larger binding domains
with the scaffold (in order to achieve higher binding specificity and
higher binding energy which results in higher melting temperatures),
pairs of adjacent staples aremerged across nicks to yield fewer, longer,
staples (Fig. 1e). To strengthen a seam, an additional pattern of
breaks and merges may be imposed to yield staples that cross the
seam; a seam spanned by staples is termed ‘bridged’. The pattern of
merges is not unique; different choices yield different final patterns of
nicks and staples. All merge patterns create the same shape but, as
shown later, the merge pattern dictates the type of grid underlying
any pixel pattern later applied to the shape.

Folding M13mp18 genomic DNA into shapes
To test the method, circular genomic DNA from the virus M13mp18
was chosen as the scaffold. Its naturally single-stranded 7,249-nt
sequence was examined for secondary structure, and a hairpin with a
20-bp stemwas found.Whether staples could bind at this hairpinwas
unknown, so a 73-nt region containing it was avoided. When a linear
scaffold was required, M13mp18 was cut (in the 73-nt region) by
digestion with BsrBI restriction enzyme. While 7,176 nt remained
available for folding, most designs did not fold all 7,176 nt; short
(#25 nt) ‘remainder strands’ were added to complement unused
sequence. In general, a 100-fold excess of 200–250 staple and
remainder strands were mixed with scaffold and annealed from

Figure 2 | DNA origami shapes. Top row, folding paths. a, square;
b, rectangle; c, star; d, disk with three holes; e, triangle with rectangular
domains; f, sharp triangle with trapezoidal domains and bridges between
them (red lines in inset). Dangling curves and loops represent unfolded
sequence. Second row from top, diagrams showing the bend of helices at
crossovers (where helices touch) and away from crossovers (where helices
bend apart). Colour indicates the base-pair index along the folding path; red

is the 1st base, purple the 7,000th. Bottom two rows, AFM images. White
lines and arrows indicate blunt-end stacking. White brackets in a mark the
height of an unstretched square and that of a square stretched vertically (by a
factor.1.5) into an hourglass. White features in f are hairpins; the triangle
is labelled as in Fig. 3k but lies face down. All images and panels without scale
bars are the same size, 165 nm £ 165 nm. Scale bars for lower AFM images:
b, 1 mm; c–f, 100 nm.
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Autonomous DNA Walkers: 
DNA Devices that Walk on DNA 

Nanostructures 



 
 

First DNA Walker Devices: Formulation & First Designs 
[Reif, 2002]
Designs for the first autonomous DNA nanomechanical devices 
that  execute  cycles  of  motion  without  external  environmental 
changes. 
Walking DNA device                          Rolling DNA device
Use ATP consumption                     Use hybridization energy

These DNA devices translate across a circular strand of ssDNA and rotate 
simultaneously. 
Generate  random  bidirectional  movements  that  acquire  after  n  steps  an 
expected translational deviation of O(n1/2). 
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UnidirecMonal	Autonomous	Walker	
	
Molecular-Scale	
device	in	which	an	
autonomous	walker	
moves	
unidirecMonally	
along	a	DNA	track,	
driven	by	the	
hydrolysis	of	ATP		

Figure 1. The structural design and operation of the autonomous unidirectional device. a) Structural design: The device contains two parts: the track and
the walker. The track consists of three evenly spaced duplex-DNA anchorages, A, B, and C, each linked to the backbone by a hinge: a four-nucleotide flexible
single-stranded DNA fragment. The walker is a six-nucleotide DNA fragment (colored red and indicated by *) initially positioned at anchorage A. The num-
bers give the lengths of DNA fragments in terms of the number of bases. b) Recognition sites and restriction patterns of PflM I and BstAP I: Green (pink)
boxes indicate the recognition site of PflM I (BstAP I) and green (pink) arrows indicate their restriction sites. Bases that are important for PflM I (BstAP I)
recognition are shown in bold green (pink) fonts. N indicates the position of a base that does not affect recognition. c) Operation of the device: The left-
hand scheme shows the sequence of structural changes that occur during the operation of the device; the right-hand scheme describes the accompanying
enzymatic reactions and shows how they affect the ends of the anchorages. Panel 0 depicts the device in its initial state. Process I is the ligation of anchor-
age A* and anchorage B, which have complementary sticky ends; purple curves indicate the ligation sites. Note that the ligation of A* with B creates a
PflM I recognition site, which is indicated by green boxes in panel 1; the cuts made by this enzyme are indicated with two green arrows. In process II, the
device is cleaved by PflM I, thus transferring the walker to anchorage B (panel 2). The new sticky end of B* is complementary to that of C. In process III,
anchorage B* and anchorage C hybridize with each other, and are ligated by T4 ligase to create a recognition site for the endonuclease BstAP I. Purple
curves in panel 3 indicate the ligation sites; pink boxes and arrows indicate the BstAP I recognition site and restriction pattern, respectively. In process IV,
B*C is cleaved into B and C*, thus transferring the walker to anchorage C and completing the motion of the walker. The final product is shown in panel 4.
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Our	work:	DNA	walker		
First	autonomous	DNA	roboMc	device	

•  First Experimental Demonstration of an autonomous DNA walker

•  Series of stators (blue)

•  One walker (red)

•  Use of ligase and restriction enzymes



 
Demonstrated First Autonomous DNA Walker:  
Peng Yin, Hao Yan, Xiaoju G. Daniel, Andrew J. Turberfield, 
John H. Reif, A Unidirectional DNA Walker Moving 
Autonomously Along a Linear Track, Angewandte Chemie Volume 
43, Number 37, Sept. 20, 2004, pp 4906-4911.
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uses it to synthesize the new strand. The newly polymerized molecule is comple-
mentary to the template strand. DNA polymerases can only add a nucleotide onto 
a pre-existing 3-prime hydroxyl group. Therefore it needs a primer, a DNA strand 
attached to the template strand, to which it can add the first nucleotide. Certain 
polymerase enzymes (e.g., phi-29) can, as a side effect of their polymerization re-
action, efficiently displace previously hybridized strands. 

In addition, Deoxyribozymes (DNAzymes) are a class of nucleic acid mole-
cules that possess enzymatic activity - they can, for example, cleave specific target 
nucleic acids. Typically, they are discovered by in-vivo evolution search and have 
had some use in DNA computations. 

Besides their extensive use in other biotechnology, the above reactions, togeth-
er with hybridization, are often used to execute and control DNA computations 
and DNA robotic operations. The restriction enzyme reactions are programmable 
in the sense that they are site specific, only executed as determined by the appro-
priate DNA base sequence. Ligation and polymerization require the expenditure of 
energy via consumption of ATP molecules, and thus can be controlled by ATP 
concentration. 

3.2 DNA Motors Based on Enzymatic Actions 

Yin et al. (2004) demonstrate a molecular mo-
tor that transports two short DNA segments 
along a linear track. The two segments are in-
dicated in red (Figure 7) and are passed from 
A to B to C in a sequence of steps mediated by 
different enzymes. The double stranded seg-
ments A, B and C are attached to a linear dou-
ble stranded track by flexible single stranded 
regions. The ends of A and B can therefore be 
in proximity, whence they may bind via their 
complementary sticky ends. Now the DNA 
ligase T4 seals the nick joining segments A 
and B into a single double stranded segment. 
The restriction enzyme Pf1M I now cuts at its 
two recognition sites, allowing the segments A 
and B to separate, with the red segments now 
transported to B. Note that the restriction en-
zyme cuts asymmetrically and hence this step 
is irreversible. The same process can now take 
place between B and C, with a different re-
striction enzyme, BstAP I, recognizing two 

distinct sites between B and C. Again, the restriction step is asymmetric and pre-

Figure 7: Steps of the walker 
powered by enzymes. 

of A*B. In lane 3 both T4 ligase and endonuclease PflM I are
present: The walker is expected to be able to follow the
reaction sequence shown in Figure 2a as far as the completion
of process III. Upon the completion of process II, A*B is cut
to produce A and B*, thus resulting in a labeled strand of 19
nucleotides. Subsequently, B* can be ligated to C to form B*C
to give a strand of 57 nucleotides. (These stages in the motion
of the walker were also observed in a time-course experiment;
see the Supporting Information). In lane 4 all three enzymes
are present: The walker is expected to be able to continue
autonomously to the completion of process IV in which B*C
is cleaved by BstAP I to generate C*, thus producing a
labeled strand of 41 nucleotides. The radioactive bands in the
gel shown in Figure 2b agree with all the above expectations
and hence provide evidence for the designed autonomous,
unidirectional motion of the walker.

To further test the operation of the system we forced the
device to operate in a stepwise fashion (rather than auton-
omously) by adding and deactivating the enzymes sequen-
tially. This experiment enabled us to inspect more closely the

products formed at the end
of each process. The walker
was radioactively labeled as
described above. Figure 2c
is an autoradiograph of a
denaturing gel which shows
the products after each step.
The system was first supple-
mented with T4 ligase: The
appearance of a band cor-
responding to a 68-nucleo-
tide DNA fragment in
lane 2 demonstrates the
completion of process I and
the formation of A*B. The
solution was left at 37 8C for
one day to deactivate
T4 ligase,[a] then PflM I was
added (lane 3). The band of
68 nucleotides, which corre-
sponds to A*B, diminished,
whereas a band of 19
nucleotides, which corre-
sponds to B*, appeared,
thus confirming the comple-
tion of process II. The
system was then incubated
at 37 8C for two more days
to deactivate PflM I,[b] and
was again supplemented
with T4 ligase and ATP
(lane 4). The intensity of
the 19-nucleotide band cor-
responding to B* dramati-
cally decreased, whereas the
intensity of the 68-nucleo-
tide band corresponding to
A*B increased, and a 57-
nucleotide band corre-

sponding to B*C also appeared. This is consistent with our
expectation that B* can be ligated to both A and C. The
formation of A*B is only an idling step in the motion of the
walker. One more day later, after the enzymatic activity of
T4 ligase had ceased, the addition of BstAP I resulted in the
disappearance of the 57-nucleotide band and the appearance
of a 41-nucleotide band, thus indicating the cleavage of B*C
to B and C* (lane 5). The intensity of the 68-nucleotide band
remained almost unchanged, which confirms that A*B is
resistant to the restriction activity of BstAP I. These measure-
ments provide further confirmation that the device operates
as designed.

The unidirectional motion of the walker was also tested by
the two control experiments depicted in Figure 3. In the first
experiment, shown in Figure 3a,b, we intentionally con-

Figure 2. Evidence of the autonomous unidirectional motion of the walker. a) Experimental design: The six-
nucleotide walker is colored red. The red dot indicates the radioactive label; at each stage the radioactively
labeled strand is illustrated as a thickened line, with its length in terms of the number of bases shown near its
5’ end. b) PAGE analysis of the autonomous motion of the walker. An autoradiograph of a 20% denaturing
polyacrylamide gel identifies the position of the radioactively labeled walker. Lane 0: labeled 10-base-pair (bp)
DNA ladder marker; lane 1: device with no enzyme (control); lanes 2–4: device with T4 ligase, ATP, and differ-
ent combinations of the endonucleases PflM I and BstAP I (lane 2: no enzyme; lane 3: with PflM I; lane 4:
with BstAP I and PflM I). c) PAGE analysis of the stepwise motion of the walker. Lane 0: labeled 10-bp DNA
ladder marker; lane 1: device with no enzyme (control); lanes 2–5: samples corresponding to the stepwise
completion of processes I, II, III, and IV in Figure 2a, respectively, as described in the text (lane 2: no enzyme;
lane 3: with PflM I; lane 4: no enzyme; lane 5: with BstAP I). Oligonucleotide lengths (in numbers of bases)
corresponding to DNA bands are indicated beside the gels.

[a] The half-life of T4 ligase at 37 8C is approximately 4 h (New England
Biolabs, unpublished observations).

[b] The half-life of PflM I at 37 8C is approximately 16 h (New England
Biolabs, unpublished observations).
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Autonomous DNA Racetrack 
Runners: 

DNA Devices that Walk on 
Circular DNA Nanostructures 



DNA	Wheels	

•  phi-29 strand displacing polymerase

•  Pushes cargo strand around a circular track

Sudheer Sahu, Thomas H. LaBean and John H. Reif, 
A DNA Nanotransport Device Powered by 
Polymerase ϕ29, Nano Letters, 2008, 8 (11), pp 
3870–3878, (October, 2008)



DNA	wheels	setup	



DNA	wheels	moMon	
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2008)



Autonomous DNA Devices 
that Compute as They Walk 



Programmable Autonomous DNA Nanorobotic Devices 
Using DNAzymes 
                                 John H. Reif and Sudheer Sahu 

Sudheer Sahu 
•  DNAzyme	calculator	:	a	limited	ability	computaMonal	device	
•  DNAzyme	FSA:	a	finite	state	automata	device,	that	executes	finite	state	transiMons	

using	DNAzymes	
–  extensions	to	probabilisMc	automata	and	non-determinisMc	automata,	

•  DNAzyme	router:	for	programmable	rouMng	of	nanostructures	on	a	2D	DNA	
addressable	laace			

•  DNAzyme	porter:	for	loading	and	unloading	of	transported	nano-parMcles	
•  DNAzyme	doctor	:		a	medical-related	applicaMon	to	provide	transducMon	of	nucleic	

acid	expression.		
–  can	be	programmed	to	respond	to	the	under-expression	or	over-expression	of	

various	strands	of	RNA,	with	a	response	by	release	of	an	RNA		

All	Devices:	
•  Autonomous,	programmable,	and	no	protein	enzymes.		
•  The	basic	principle	involved	is	inspired	by	Mao’s	DNAzyme	Walker	



DNAzyme FSA (inputs, transitions) 

Sudheer Sahu 



DNAzyme Crawler 

Sudheer Sahu 



DNAzyme Calculator 

Sudheer Sahu 



DNA	Doctor	
	

Y. Benenson et al., An autonomous molecular computer for logical control of gene 
expressionNature 429, 423-429 (2004)  
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DNAzyme	Device	for	DNA	Doctor	
(John	H.	Reif	and	Sudheer	Sahu,	2006)	
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Reif	Lab	
•  John	Reif		

www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/	
	

•  PhD	Candidates:	
5th	Year		
PhD	Graduate	
	Students:	
	
	
	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Hieu	Bui		 																					Reem	Mokhtar												Tianqi	Song		

1st	and	2nd	Year		
PhD	Graduate	
	Students:	
	
	

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	Dan	Fu																									Shalin	Shah														Xin	Song	
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Current	Work	by	

Reif’s	DNA	Self-Assembly	Group	
PhD	Graduate	Students	
	
Sudhanshu	Garg	
	
Hieu	Bui		
	
Reem	Mokhtar	
	
Tianqi	Song	
	
Xin	Song		
	
Shalin	Shah	
	
Dan	Fu	
	
Abeer	Ashra	(visiEng)	
	

	
	
	
	

	



What	we	do:		
Grad	Student’s	Reseach	

•  Sudhanshu	Garg:	ExponenMal	auto-catalyMc	
system	

•  Hieu	Bui:	DNA-origami-based	localized	circuit	
•  Tianqi	Song:	Analog	computer	using	DNA	
•  Reem	Makhtar:	self-reconfigurable	DNA	origami		

Xin	Song	&								Abeer	Eshra:	Renewable	DNA	Logic	
Circuits	
Shalin	Shah:	super-resoluMon	imaging	via	advanced	DNA	
paint	
Dan	Fu:	casMng	complex	3D	shapes	from	DNA	origami	
	
	



Hieu Bui
PhD

Department of Computer Science
Duke University

Localized	DNA	HybridizaEon	ReacEons	
on	Nanotracks	&	DNA	Origami		



•  What	is	the	problem?	
o  At	high	concentraEon,	DNA	circuits	using	DNA	hybridizaEon	oqen	
suffer	a	moderately	high	leakage	rate.		

o  At	low	concentraEon,	required	to	avoid	unwanted	interacEons,	DNA	
circuits	oqen	proceed	at	much	slower	rates.	

•  How	to	solve	it?	
o  Use	DNA	self-assembly	to	place	DNA	circuits	using	DNA	hybridizaEon	
on	the	surface	of	DNA	nanostructures	in	order	to	speed	up	the	
reacEon	rates	and	to	minimize	leakages.	

•  Techniques:	
1.   Cascaded	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEon	of	DNA	Hairpins	
2.   Localized	Cascade	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEons	(LCD-HCR)	of	

DNA	Hairpins	on	a	DNA	Track	
3.   LCD-HCR	of	DNA	Hairpins	on	a	DNA	Origami	Rectangle		
4.   ReseXable	and	Redundancy	LCD-HCR	

Outline	
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Our	Techniques	and	Papers:	
	

0.	DNA	Hairpin	ReacEons:	
•  Sudhanshu	Garg,	Hieu	Bui,	Abeer	Eshra,	Tianqi	Song	and	John	H	Reif,	Nucleic	Acid	Hairpins:	

A	Robust	and	Powerful	MoEf	for	Molecular	Devices,	Chapter	in	book:	“Soq	
Nanomaterials”	(Edited	by	Ye	Zhang),	World	ScienEfic,	to	appear	(June	2017).		

1.	Localized	DNA	HybridizaEon	ReacEons:	
•  Hieu	Bui,	Tianqi	Song,	and	John	H	Reif,	Localized	DNA	ComputaEon,	Chapter	in	book:	

“From	Parallel	to	Emergent	CompuEng”	(Edited	by	Andrew	Adamatzky),	CRC	Press,	to	
appear	(June	2017).		

2.	Cascaded	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEon	of	DNA	Hairpins	
•  Neil	Dalchau,	Harish	Chandran,	Nikhil	Gopalkrishnan,	Andrew	Philips	and	John	Reif,	

ProbabilisEc	Analysis	of	Localized	DNA	HybridizaEon	Circuits,	ACS	SyntheEc	Biology,	Vol.	4,	
Issue	8,	pp	898–913,		(July,	2015).	DOI:10.1021/acssynbio.5b00044			

3.	Localized	Cascade	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEons	of	DNA	Hairpins	on	a	DNA	Track	
•  Hieu	Bui,	Sudhanshu	Garg,	Reem	Mokhtar,	Harish	Chandran,	Vincent	Miao	and	John	Reif,	

Design	and	Analysis	of	Localized	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEons,	Small	(2017),	
1602983.	DOI:	10.1002/smll.201602983				

•  Hieu	Bui,	Sudhanshu	Garg,	Vincent	Miao,	Tianqi	Song,	Reem	Mokhtar,	and	John	Reif,	
Design	and	Analysis	of	Linear	Cascade	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEons	Using	DNA	
Hairpins,	Special	Issue,	Journal	of	New	Physics,	Vol	19,	(2017)	015006.	DOI:
10.1088/1367-2630/aa53d0				

4.	Localized	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEons	on	a	DNA	Origami	Rectangle		
•  Hieu	Bui,	Shalin	Shah,	Reem	Mokhtar,	Tianqi	Song,	Sudhanshu	Garg,	John	Reif,	Localized	

DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEons	on	DNA	Origami,	submiXed	to	ACS	Nano,(2017).			
4.	ReseXable	and	Redundancy	LCD-HCR:	Ongoing	Work	
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Localized	Cascade	DNA	HybridizaEon	Chain	ReacEons	

(LCD-HCR)	of	DNA	Hairpins	on	a	DNA	Track		
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Experimental	Results:	
Localized	reacEons	6	Emes	faster	

	than	in	soluEon	
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Tethering	 DNA	 reacEons	 on	 the	 same	
platorm	enhanced	the	reacEon	rates.	
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Tethering	DNA	circuits	on	a	DNA	
origami	rectangle	
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LCD-HCR	of	DNA	Hairpins	

on	a	DNA	Origami	
Rectangle	

Before	LCD-HCR	

Aqer	LCD-HCR	

Before	IniEaEon	

Hairpins	

Aqer	CompleEon	

Aqer	CompleEon	
with	Streptavidin	

Streptavidin	

Reif	et	al.,	Localized	DNA	HybridizaMon	Chain	ReacMons	on	DNA	Origami.		(submiBed)	

Design	

Experimental	Results	



	
LCD-HCR	of	DNA	Hairpins	on	a	DNA	

Origami	Rectangle	

Real	Eme	fluorescence	kineEcs	

Single	molecule	imaging	via	TIRF	

Reif	et	al.,	Localized	DNA	HybridizaMon	Chain	ReacMons	on	DNA	Origami.		(submiBed)	

fast	

slow	

Experimental	Results	



On-Going	Experiments:	ReseXable	
&	Redundancy	LCD-HCR	

77	

ReseXable	LCD-HCR:	Once	the	forward	cascade	chain	reacEon	pathway	has	reached	
the	compleEon,	the	circuit	can	be	reset	back	to	the	original	configuraEon	with	the	
help	of	a	set	of	reset	DNA	sequences.	

!

!

Redundancy	LCD-HCR:	The	forward	cascade	reacEon	pathway	can	proceed	with	a	
higher	propensity	due	to	the	double	encoded	outputs	in	each	gate.	



ReseXable	&	Redundancy	LCD-HCR	on	
DNA	origami:	Branching	structures	&	

DendriEc	trees	

78	

!

!

Design	

Binary	tree	

Oscillator/Clock	Fan-in/Fan-out	

Branching	

Using	resekng	and	
redundancy	gates	to	increase	
chain	reacEon	success	and	to	
construct	dendriEc	trees		



DNA	Origami		
Transformers	

Reem	Mokhtar	
•  PhD Candidate  

•  Department of  Computer Science 
•  Duke University 

Example*DNA*Origami*Transformers:**
Folding*into*an*open*box,*and*closed*

box.*
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Example*DNA*Origami*Transformers:**
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InspiraEon:	Protein	TransformaEons	

Rajashree A Deshpande et al. “ATP-driven Rad50 conformations regulate DNA tethering, end resection, and ATM checkpoint signaling”. In: 
The EMBO Journal 33.5 (Feb. 2014), e201386100–500; Atsushi Shibata et al. “DNA Double-Strand Break Repair Pathway Choice Is Directed by 
Distinct MRE11 Nuclease Activities”. In: Molecular Cell 53.1 (Sept. 2014), pp. 7–18. 	
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6Carlos E Castro et al. “Mechanical design of DNA nanostructures.” In: Nanoscale (Feb. 2015).
7George M Church, S M Douglas, and Ido Bachelet. “A logic-gated nanorobot for targeted transport of

molecular payloads”. In: Science Signaling 335.6070 (2012), p. 831. url:
http://stke.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/sci;335/6070/831.

8Emanuela Torelli et al. “A DNA Origami Nanorobot Controlled by Nucleic Acid Hybridization”. In: Small
10.14 (July 2014), pp. 2918–2926.

9Ebbe Andersen et al. “Self-assembly of a Nanoscale DNA Box with a Controllable Lid”. In: Nature 459.7243
(2009), pp. 73–76.

10Haorong Chen et al. “Understanding the mechanical properties of DNA origami tiles and controlling the
kinetics of their folding and unfolding reconfiguration.” In: Journal of the American Chemical Society 136.19 (May
2014), pp. 6995–7005.
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that are complementary to a linker sequence
attached to the intended cargo (Fig. 1D). After
nanorobot folding and purification, cargo loading
was carried out by adding linker-modified pay-
load in molar excess to attachment sites and in-
cubating at room temperature for 12 hours. Two
types of cargo were loaded: 5-nm gold nano-
particles covalently attached to 5′-thiol–modified
linkers (18), and various Fab´ antibody fragments
that were covalently attached to 5′-amine–
modified linkers using a HyNic/4FB coupling
kit (Solulink, San Diego, California). We used
negative-stain transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) to analyze the device in closed and open
states, with and without cargo (Fig. 1F). We ob-
served by manual counting that on average four
attachment sites were populated when loading
gold nanoparticles, and three sites were populated
when loading antibody fragments (fig. S11).

One obstacle to overcome in constructing a
“spring-loaded” device was to ensure assembly
to high yield in its closed state. Like hands that
set a mousetrap, two “guide” staples were in-

corporated adjacent to the lock sites that span the
top and bottom domains of the device (Fig. 1E).
The guide staples include 8-base toehold over-
hangs and could be removed after folding and
purification steps by adding a 10:1 excess of fully
complementary strands to the mixture (19). We
observed that foldingwith the aid of guide staples
increased the yield of closed robots from 48%
to 97.5%, as assessed by manual counting of
nanorobots images by TEM (fig. S17).

To examine nanorobot function, we selected a
payload such that robot activation would be cou-
pled to labeling of an activating cell (Fig. 2A).
Robots loaded with fluorescently labeled anti-
body fragments against human leukocyte antigen
(HLA)–A/B/Cwere mixed with different cell types
expressing humanHLA-A/B/C and various “key”
combinations (described below) and were ana-
lyzed by flow cytometry. In the absence of the
correct combination of keys, the robot remained
inactive. In the inactive state, the sequestered
antibody fragments were not able to bind the cell
surface, resulting in a baseline fluorescence sig-

nal. However, when the robot encountered the
proper combination of antigen keys, it was freed
to open and bind to the cell surface via its anti-
body payload, causing an increase in fluorescence.
We used key-neutralizing antibodies in compe-
titive inhibition control experiments to verify that
nanorobots were not activated by a non–ligand-
based mechanism (fig. S25).

The robot could be programmed to activate in
response to a single type of key by using the
same aptamer sequence in both lock sites. Al-
ternatively, different aptamer sequences could be
encoded in the locks to recognize two inputs.
Both locks needed to be opened simultaneously
to activate the robot. The robot remained inactive
when only one of the two locks was opened. The
lock mechanism is thus equivalent to a logical
AND gate, with possible inputs of cell surface
antigens not binding or binding (0 or 1, respec-
tively) to aptamer locks, and possible outputs of
remaining closed or a conformational rearrange-
ment to expose the payload (0 or 1, respectively)
(Fig. 2B).
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Fig. 1. Design and TEM analysis of aptamer-gated DNA nanorobot. (A) Sche-
matic front orthographic view of closed nanorobot loaded with a protein pay-
load. Two DNA-aptamer locks fasten the front of the device on the left (boxed)
and right. (B) Aptamer lock mechanism, consisting of a DNA aptamer (blue)
and a partially complementary strand (orange). The lock can be stabilized in a
dissociated state by its antigen key (red). Unless otherwise noted, the lock
duplex length is 24 bp, with an 18- to 24-base thymine spacer in the nonaptamer
strand. (C) Perspective view of nanorobot opened by protein displacement of
aptamer locks. The two domains (blue and orange) are constrained in the rear by

scaffold hinges. (D) Payloads such as gold nanoparticles (gold) and antibody Fab´
fragments (magenta) can be loaded inside the nanorobot. (E) Front and side
views show guide staples (red) bearing 8-base toeholds aid assembly of nano-
robot to 97.5% yield in closed state as assessed by manual counting. After
folding, guide staples are removed by addition of fully complementary oligos
(black). Nanorobots can be subsequently activated by interaction with antigen
keys (red). (F) TEM images of robots in closed and open conformations. Left
column, unloaded; center column, robots loaded with 5-nm gold nanoparticles;
right column, robots loaded with Fab´ fragments. Scale bars, 20 nm.
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microscopy (TEM) after positive staining. The synthesis 
resulted in a stable well-folded construct, that migrated 
during electrophoresis as a distinct band well separated 
from non-integrated staple strands (Figure S1, Supporting 
Information). 

 Structural information about the two dimensional DNA-
origami was gained with liquid phase atomic force micros-
copy that directly revealed the formation of well formed and 
mainly isolated DNA origami nano-objects with an average 
diameter of 98 ± 4 nm and average height measured on 
the external part of disk of 1.8 ± 0.2 nm 
( Figure    3  b and c).  

 TEM imaging showed well formed cir-
cular constructs with dimensions smaller 
than those expected, coherently with pre-
viously reported observations. [ 26 ]  The disk 
diameter estimated by positive staining 
was of 83 ± 7 nm (Figure  3 a). 

 In order to control the fl ap motion 
of the DNA origami, a target ssDNA 
(perfectly complementary in sequence 
to the probe) was added to the solution 
and hybridized to the probe. The double 
stranded (ds) DNA formation originated 
a double helix of an estimated length of 
40 nm (Figure  1 d). Since the two probe 
ends were anchored at a distance of 60 nm, 
this hybridization caused a tensile force that 
induced a fl ap motion (Figure  1 b and d). 

 The fl ap movement process could be 
monitored by microscopy: AFM and TEM 
images clearly revealed a hole within the 
circular DNA origami due to the fl ap 

motion, as reported in  Figure    4  . More-
over, as drafted in Figure  1 a and b, with 
the origami in the rest state, a 6′-FAM 
fl uorophore placed at the top of the fl ap 
and a BHQ-1 quencher placed on the 
non moving part of the origami within 
the Förster radium distance (≈1 nm) are 
expected to produce a fl uorescent signal 
of low intensity at the FAM emission 
wavelength. After target to probe hybridi-
zation and subsequent fl ap movement the 
fl uorescent signal intensity is expected to 
increase. Fluorescent changes were actu-
ally obtained using various target/probe 
combinations, as detailed below.    

 2.3.     Controlling Flap Movement with 
Synthetic DNA and Natural Virus RNA 

 The histograms shown in the three 
panels of  Figure    5   report the results 
obtained in experiments of actua-
tion of the flap movement of the 2D 
origami with several different target 
nucleic acids, including the native 

RNAs extracted from infected plants using fast pro-
cessing extraction methods used in routine diagnostics. 
No variation in fluorescence intensity was recorded when 
a non target nucleic acid was added to the origami solu-
tion, including non target synthetic oligonucleotides and 
nucleic acids extracted from healthy plants or plants 
infected with non target viruses (bars a, c, e, g, and h in 
each histogram of Figure  5 ). On the contrary, when the 
flap was moved due to the addition of a probe comple-
mentary to the target, the consequent FRET couple 

small 2014, 10, No. 14, 2918–2926

 Figure 2.    Schematic model of the 3D DNA origami nanorobot with a switchable fl ap. (a) Closed 
3D DNA origami (gray) with the unreacted probe (white). (b) The 3D DNA origami during the 
hybridization probe (white)/target (black). (c) Actuated 3D DNA origami armed with hemin/G-
quadruplex DNAzyme complex: when the probe (white) fully hybridized to target (black), the 
fl ap opened and a DNAzyme (pale gray) was pulled out of the cylinder and exposed to hemin 
(black).

 Figure 3.    TEM (a) and AFM (b, c) imaging of well formed DNA origami structures. Scale bars: 
50 nm.
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concave bending of the large faces (Fig. 3b; see Supplementary Fig. 6 for
additional views of the 3D map). We suggest that the convex and
concave bending of the faces may reflect the difference in design of
the small and large faces. The dimensions of the 3D reconstruction are
compatible with 82% of the measured class averages, whereas the
theoretical model is compatible with 61% of them (Supplementary
Fig. 5). We conclude that the main fraction of the self-assembled
structures had a hollow box-like shape that is very similar to the
intended 3D design.

To analyse the native DNA origami box in solution and without a
potentially disruptive sample fixation, we used dynamic light scatter-
ing and SAXS, which probe a large ensemble and can therefore deter-
mine whether or not the box is the major product of the self-assembly
reaction. Analysis by dynamic light scattering showed there to be a
contribution with a hydrodynamic radius Rh 5 24 6 4 nm, which
matches the calculated value of 25.2 nm from the atomic model,
and a contribution with Rh 5 2.1 nm, corresponding to non-
annealed DNA oligonucleotides (Supplementary Fig. 7). The SAXS
analysis yielded a characteristic profile of a well-defined particle and
Fourier transformation analysis gave a single-particle self-correlation
function characteristic of a hollow structure (data not shown). The
scattering data was in good agreement with the atomic model of the
DNA box structure (Fig. 3e). We also compared the experimental
data with a theoretical model of a box with dimensions 2a, 2b and 2c
and wall thickness t (Methods and Supplementary Fig. 8). This model
can satisfactorily describe the scattering data and gave overall dimen-
sions of 46 6 2 nm by 38 6 1 nm by 30 6 1 nm and a wall thickness of
2.5 6 1 nm, which is close to the expected size and is consistent with
the dimensions observed using cryo-EM. In conclusion, the SAXS
data showed that the scattering derives mainly from box-shaped
structures, providing further evidence of the successful self-assembly
of 3D hollow boxes of well-defined dimensions in solution.

Previous studies have shown that DNA nanostructures can be
dynamically manipulated by external DNA sequence signals7,17,18.
Here we functionalized lid D of the DNA box with a dual lock–key

system composed of DNA duplexes with sticky-end extensions to
provide a ‘toehold’19 for the displacement by externally added ‘key’
oligonucleotides (Supplementary Fig. 1). To detect the opening pro-
cess of the DNA box lid, we inserted two fluorescent dyes, Cy3 and
Cy5, into faces B and D, respectively (Fig. 4a and Supplementary
Note 4). Efficient fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET)
between the two fluorophores corresponds to a closed state in which
the dyes are in close proximity (Fig. 4b, left). The addition of key
oligonucleotides results in the opening of the lid, resulting in a
decrease in the FRET efficiency as the distance between the two dyes
increases (Fig. 4b, right).

The functionalized DNA box was assembled, purified and sub-
jected to ensemble FRET measurements. We first studied the six faces
without edge links and found emission only from primary excited
Cy3, and only a dilution effect was observed upon addition of key
oligonucleotides (Fig. 4c). By contrast, emission from the closed box
sample had a Cy5 fluorescence peak at a wavelength of 665 nm that is
consistent with a FRET signal with an estimated efficiency of ,0.22
(Fig. 4d). The addition of both keys led to a decreased Cy5 signal and
an increased Cy3 signal (Fig. 4d), and the FRET efficiency decreased
by 90%, to ,0.02. The difference in response of the Cy5 and Cy3
signals may be caused by the difference in local environment of the
two fluorophores. Cy5 was positioned on the side of a DNA helix,
whereas Cy3 was positioned at the end of a DNA helix, where base-
stacking interactions20 may partly quench the fluorophore.

We measured the kinetics of the opening process (Fig. 4e) and found
the FRET signal to decrease biexponentially, with an initial (fast) decay
time of ,40 s upon key addition. The effect was specific, as no signifi-
cant reduction was observed upon addition of an unrelated oligonu-
cleotide (Fig. 4e). Order-of-addition experiments showed that both
keys are required for full decrease of the FRET signal (Supplementary
Fig. 9). This indicates that a closed box can be programmed to open in
response to at least two external signals (representing an AND gate).
The box lid could potentially be designed to close again in the presence
of specific signals (representing a NOT gate), and because the DNA box
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Figure 4 | Programmed opening of the box lid. a, b, Illustrations of the
unlinked faces of the box (a) and the controlled opening of the box lid
(b). The emission from the Cy5 and Cy3 fluorophores are marked with red
and green stars, respectively. Loss of emission from Cy5 is denoted by a red
circle and the independent lock–key systems are indicated in blue and
orange. c, Ensemble FRET measurements of the unlinked faces before (black

curve) and 12 min (red curve) after the addition of keys. d, Ensemble FRET
measurements of the closed box before (black curve) and 35 min after (red
curve) the addition of keys. e, Kinetic study of change in emission of Cy5.
Black arrow, time of addition of key oligonucleotides (red curve) or an
unrelated oligonucleotide (black curve). Initial fluorescence was normalized
to one. a.u., arbitrary units.
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Understanding the Mechanical Properties of DNA Origami Tiles and
Controlling the Kinetics of Their Folding and Unfolding
Reconfiguration
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and Jong Hyun Choi*,†

†School of Mechanical Engineering, Birck Nanotechnology Center, Bindley Bioscience Center, Purdue University, West Lafayette,
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ABSTRACT: DNA origami represents a class of highly programmable
macromolecules that can go through conformational changes in response to
external signals. Here we show that a two-dimensional origami rectangle can be
effectively folded into a short, cylindrical tube by connecting the two opposite
edges through the hybridization of linker strands and that this process can be
efficiently reversed via toehold-mediated strand displacement. The reconfigura-
tion kinetics was experimentally studied as a function of incubation temperature,
initial origami concentration, missing staples, and origami geometry. A kinetic
model was developed by introducing the j factor to describe the reaction rates in
the cyclization process. We found that the cyclization efficiency (j factor)
increases sharply with temperature and depends strongly on the structural
flexibility and geometry. A simple mechanical model was used to correlate the
observed cyclization efficiency with origami structure details. The mechanical
analysis suggests two sources of the energy barrier for DNA origami folding: overcoming global twisting and bending the
structure into a circular conformation. It also provides the first semiquantitative estimation of the rigidity of DNA interhelix
crossovers, an essential element in structural DNA nanotechnology. This work demonstrates efficient DNA origami
reconfiguration, advances our understanding of the dynamics and mechanical properties of self-assembled DNA structures, and
should be valuable to the field of DNA nanotechnology.

■ INTRODUCTION
The DNA origami technique has emerged as a powerful method
to synthesize programmable nanostructures with high preci-
sion.1−4 This method has created novel structures not only as
static templates for organizing functional molecules5−7 and
nanoparticles8−13 but also as dynamic platforms for sensing and
actuation at the nanoscale. Several strategies have been
developed to achieve such dynamic, shape-changing origami
structures. For instance, origami boxes14 or clamlike switches15

that can open in response to external stimuli and molecular
forceps16 that pinch upon binding to a molecular target have
been demonstrated. These nanomechanical devices achieve
conformation changes by using single-stranded hinges to
connect moving parts while treating double-stranded domains
as rigid bodies. Reconfiguration can also be achieved via a release-
and-reassemble strategy. A hierarchically assembled DNA tube
has been shown to switch between different chiralities,17 and a
simple origami structure can be switched into and back from a
quasi-fractal pattern.18

Recently, rectangular DNA origami sheets densely function-
alized with gold nanoparticles were shown to readily roll up into

short tubes upon addition of a linker set that connect the two
opposite edges.19 The rolling up of unfunctionalized origami
rectangles was also briefly mentioned in the same work. These
results suggest that completely base-paired single-layer DNA
origami has considerable flexibility that may be used as a new
mechanism for dynamic reconfiguration.
In order to explore this possibility, the kinetics of this shape-

changing mechanism is systematically studied here. Our model
system is an origami tile that globally bends over and seals into a
short tube. Unlike most other dynamic DNA structures, the
deformation is distributed across the whole sheet instead of being
localized at a few single-stranded hinges. We find that the folding
kinetics and final yield strongly depend on the incubation
temperature, missing staples, and the dimension of the
rectangular structure. Elevating the incubation temperature or
eliminating as few as seven staples allows folding yields of over
90% to be achieved within 1 h. We also demonstrate that the
folding process can be reversed by disengaging the linkers via
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Published: April 21, 2014
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nucleotides are left as a single-stranded loose loop dangling across
helix 1. We minimized the number of crossovers for the scaffold
strand and distributed these necessary scaffold crossover points
evenly along the length of the strip to create a seamless connection.

Möbius strip structures were assembled by mixing scaffold
strands with helper strands in a ratio of 1:10 at a concentration of
10 nM in tris-acetate–EDTA (TAE) buffer containing 12.5 mM
Mg2þ, then annealed from 90 to 4 8C over 10 h (see
Supplementary Information for materials and methods). The for-
mation of Möbius strips was characterized by gel electrophoresis
(Supplementary Fig. S12) and verified by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging
(Fig. 2 and Supplementary Figs S1–S11), revealing that the structure
formation was highly efficient. An analysis of the relative intensities
of the bands in the gel reveals a 57% yield of the desired product (see
Supplementary Fig. S12 for details).

During AFM and TEM imaging, each Möbius strip was flattened
on the surface, as DNA has a tendency to maximize the contact with

the hydrophilic mica surface or glow discharged TEM grid. They
often showed a truncated triangular-shaped pattern with overlap-
ping at the three vertexes. This can be easily modelled by pressing
a paper Möbius strip on a flat surface. Both the widths and overall
lengths of the Möbius strips measured under AFM and TEM con-
formed to the designed parameters. The topologies of the structures
were also distinguished using amplitude-mode AFM imaging
(Fig. 2d), because the amplitude of the tip vibration is sensitive to
the edges (sudden height changes) of the surface feature. In
addition, under TEM imaging of the negatively stained samples,
stain-induced structural contrasts (for example, edges versus inner
surfaces between layers) provided further evidence of the topology
of the structure (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. S4).

In our design, the Möbius strips had a tendency to form struc-
tures with both left-handed and right-handed chirality. Models
for both forms are illustrated in Fig. 2c,d. The chirality can be dis-
tinguished in carefully executed amplitude-mode AFM images in
both trace and retrace directions (Fig. 2d and Supplementary
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Figure 1 | Design of a Möbius DNA strip. a, Three-dimensional illustration of the Möbius DNA strip. Each coloured band represents a different DNA double
helix. b, A fraction of the Möbius strip in a is illustrated in the DNA helical model. The whole Möbius strip is composed of 20.5 of these units. c, Generalized
folding path of a unit in the Möbius strip with the scaffold strand (blue) running through the entire structure and staple strands (black) helping to fold it into
the designed structure. d, Design used in the experiment for one of the 20 units. The scaffold strand crosses over between helices 3 and 4. e, DNA helical
strand model for the unit shown in d.
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DNA	Origami	Transformers:	
Goals	

1. Set	principles	for	the	shape	transformaMon	of	DNA	
origami	nanostructures	

2. Extend	the	capabiliMes	of	DNA	origami	shape	
transformaMon	

3. Establish	structurally-based	computaMon	within	
nanostructure	
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TransformaEon		
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UNZIP	=	A	DNA	Origami	
TransformaEon		
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A	reverse	DNA	Origami		
TransformaEon		
via	Staple	Strand		
HybridizaEon	

 1 

Facilities/Resources 
 
The DNA NanoTech Laboratory occupies 1100 sq. ft. of laboratory space in the 
Department of Chemistry. Our equipment includes: Cary Eclipse fluorescence 
spectrometer, Shimadzu UV/Vis spectrophotometer, electrophoresis set-ups., thermal 
cycler (Techne), high performance liquid chromatography (Waters), dark room, cold 
room, incubators, balances, centrifuges, fume hoods, freezers, and refrigerators. Special 
Equipment includes: Vacuum Evaporator with rotary shadowing table (Balzers). We also 
enjoy the use of other equipment in the departments of Cell Biology, and Biomedical 
Engineering. We have shared access to state-of-art instrumentation, including x-ray 
crystallography, multidimensional nuclear magnetic resonance, computer graphics, 
electron microscopy, and support facilities like peptide synthesis, large scale 
fermentation, and optical microscopy and imaging systems. Duke University and Medical 
Center provides core facilities for oligonucleotide synthesis, DNA sequencing, 3D 
modeling, mass spectrometry, and high-performance computing for bioinformatics.  
 
The Shared Materials Instrumentation Facility (SMIF) at Duke University operates as 
an interdisciplinary shared use facility with a full-time director and technical engineer. It 
was established in 2002 as part of Duke University’s Materials Initiative with funding 
from the Duke University Provost’s office. SMIF is available for use by Duke University 
researchers from the various schools and departments as well by external users from 
other universities, government laboratories, or industry. Hourly-based user fees are 
charged as a means of recovering the direct costs associated with operating the facility. 
The facility enables shared access to a fabrication laboratory (plasma asher, photoresist 
coater, ion etch, acid etch, spin coater, etc.) and to the following instrumentation 
equipment:  
1. Atomic Force Microscope (Digital Instruments Dimension 3100).  
2. Scanning Electron Microscope (FEI XL30 SEM-FEG).  
3. Hall Effect Measurement Station.  
4. Probe Station (Signatone S-1160A-5).  
5. Transmission Electron Microscope (Hitachi HF-2000).  
6. X-Ray Diffractometer (Philips X’Pert PRO MRD HR).  
7. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectrometer (Kratos Analytical Axis Ultra).  
 
The Light Microscopy Core Facility (LMCF) at Duke University also operates as an 
interdisciplinary shared use facility and provides many types of Light Microscopy 
instrumentation billed at various use rates. 
 
Duke University Computer Science Department maintains computing facilities to satisfy 
a variety of research and educational needs. The Computer Science Laboratory staff of 6 
persons installs, tests, and maintains computing facilities for the Department. 
Workstations are installed in each student office, yielding a graduate student-to- 
workstation ratio of 1:1. Faculty and staff offices are equipped with workstations and/or 
personal computers. The department is linked to the 2.5 gigabit-per-second network ring 
established by the North Carolina Networking Initiative (NCNI). NCNI joins universities 
and industry in the Research Triangle Park area, with interconnections to Internet 



ZIP	=	A	DNA	Origami	TransformaEon	
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Example:		
SeparaMng	Mini-Origami	Segments	

1:	70	nm	
2:	30	nm	



Example:		
SeparaMng	Mini-Origami	Segments	

12	staple	strands	
between	helices	3	
and	4,	each	with	
toeholds	of	8-nt	
length	on	either	
side	of	the	staple	
strands.	
Adding	
complimentary	
strands	separates	
using	toehold-
mediated	strand	
displacement	



Example:		
SeparaMng	Mini-Origami	Segments	



Example	#1	of	a	DNA	Origami	
Transformer:	

	
	
	
	
	
		

Folding	into	an	open	box,	and	transforming	
into	a	closed	box.	



Example	#2	of	a	DNA	Origami	
Transformer:	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Folding	into	a	box,	long	rectangle,	arEculated	robot	arms,	
and	pick-and-place	device.	



Example	#3	of	a	DNA	Origami	
Transformer:	

	
	
	
	
	

A	Reconfigurable	Network	of	Chambers	
containing	reacEve	molecules		

Example*DNA*Origami*Transformers:**
Folding*into*an*open*box,*and*closed*

box.*

Example*DNA*Origami*Transformers:**
Folding*into*an*open*box,*and*closed*

box.*

Example*DNA*Origami*Transformers:**
Folding*into*an*open*box,*and*closed*

box.*

Example*DNA*Origami*Transformers:**
Folding*into*an*open*box,*and*closed*

box.*



DNA-based	Analog	
CompuEng	

•  Tianqi Song 
•  PhD Candidate  
•  Dept of  Computer Science 
•  Duke University 



 
•  Analog computing: signals are directly represented by 

physical quantity. 

•  Analog DNA circuits: use real inputs and outputs as 
specified by concentrations of specific DNA strands. 

•  DNA-based analog computing has several potential 
molecular-scale applications:  
–  Analog sensing & control of drug delivery,  
–  Mechanical analog control systems,  
–  Artificial neuron networks.  

IntroducEon	



Our	Architectures	for	Analog	DNA	
Circuits		

•  Analog DNA Architecture I: based on addition, subtraction and 
multiplication gates.  Circuits to compute polynomials are 
constructed from these gates.  

 
•  Analog DNA Architecture II: algebraic computations (e.g., sqrt(x), 

ln(x), exp(x)) are done using multiple autocatalytic amplifiers.  

Tianqi Song; Sudhanshu Garg; Reem Mokhtar; Hieu Bui; John Reif; 
ACS Synth.  Biol. 2016, 5, 898-912. DOI: 10.1021/acssynbio.6b00144).  

Tianqi Song; Sudhanshu Garg; Reem Mokhtar; Hieu Bui; John Reif. 
Design and Analysis of Compact DNA Strand Displacement Circuits 
for Analog Computation Using Autocatalytic Amplifiers (under 
revision of ACS Synth. Biol.) ) 



Analog	DNA	Gates	for	Architecture	I	

Abstractions of our analog DNA gates: (left) addition gate, pa=a1+a2; (middle) 
subtraction gate, ps=s1-s2; (right) multiplication gate, pm=m1*m2. 

Tianqi Song; Sudhanshu Garg; Reem Mokhtar; Hieu Bui; John Reif; 
ACS Synth.  Biol. 2016, 5, 898-912. DOI: 10.1021/acssynbio.6b00144).  



AddiEon	Gate:	

Input a1 à [Ia1]0  
Input a2 à [Ia2]0  
 
Output pa à [Oa]final  
 
For input range (0, 
ra): [Ga1]0= [Da1]0 = 
[Ga2]0 = [Da2]0 = ra  
and  [Fa]0 = 2ra. 
	



SubtracEon	Gate:	

Input s1 à [Is1]0  
Input s2 à [Is2]0   
 
Output ps à [Is1]final 
remainder after 
computing process.   
 
For input range (0, rs): 
[Gs]0= [Ds]0  = rs	



MulEplicaEon	Gate:	 Input m1 à [Im1]0  
Input m2 à [Im2]0   
 
Output pm à [Om]final  
 
For input range (0, rm):
[Gm1]0 = [Dm1]0 = [Fm1]0 = 
[Gm2]0 = [Fm2]0 = [Gm3]0= 
[Dm3]0 = [Gm4]0 = rm . 
 
For the reaction rate 
constants: ks ≪ kf , k1, k2. 
	



MulEplicaEon	Gate	(Contd.)	

•  By reactions (3c) and (3d), m2/(m2+(rm-m2)) portion 
of Im1a will be consumed by reaction (3f), given 
that reactions (3e) and (3f) have the same rate 
constants. 

•  [Om1]final will be m1*(m2/(m2+(rm-m2))) = (m1*m2)/rm 
without the amplifier. 

•  [Om]final will be ((m1*m2)/rm)*rm = m1*m2 . 



SimulaEon	Model		
Ø Software: Visual GEC and Matlab 
Ø Rate Constants: 

v toehold binding 2*10-3 nM-1 s-1 
v toehold unbinding 10 s-1 
v branch migration 8000/x2 s-1 
v branch migration with mismatch 0.01*8000/x2 s -1, 

where x is the length (number of nucleotides) of 
branch migration domain. 

v Leak rate constant 5*10 -9 nM-1 s-1. (Srinivas, N. (2015) 
Ph.D. Thesis, California Institute of Technology.) 



SimulaEon	Results		



Design of experiments:  
•  Addition gate: test how the transducer works since the gate is just made of 

two transducers with same output.  
•  For truncation (subtraction) gate: test the whole gate. Reporter complex is 

added after the cancellation between It1 and It2 is finished.  
•  For multiplication gate: test its key mechanism -- competitive hybridization. 

Experimental	Results	



Experimental	Results	(Contd.)	

(a) [Da1]0 = [Ga1]0 = 100 nM, [Fa]0 = [RC]0 = 120 nM.  
(b) [Gt1]0  = [Dt1]0  = 100 nM, [RC]0 = 120 nM.  
(c) [I]0 = 100 nM. 
	Relative errors ((experimental result – expected result) / expected 
result): 
(a) < 5% for all cases,  (b) < 5% for all cases, (c) <10% for all cases 
except the case of RC 200 nM, RCC 400 nM (14.6%).  



Example	Analog	Circuit		
using	Architecture	I	

A circuit to compute f(x) = 1 + x + x2/2! + 
x3/3! for 0 < x < 1. 	

(a) Execution of the circuit to 
compute f(x) when x = 0.7. (b) 
Performance of the circuit to 
compute f(x), where t is the time 
(seconds) that the output stays in 
the valid output range. 	



Analog	DNA	Architecture	II	

DNA system for 
Autocatalytic 
amplifier :  

Tianqi Song; Sudhanshu Garg; Reem Mokhtar; Hieu Bui; John Reif. 
Design and Analysis of Compact DNA Strand Displacement Circuits 
for Analog Computation Using Autocatalytic Amplifiers (under 
revision of ACS Synth. Biol.) ) 

The main idea of Architecture II: 
Use several autocatalytic amplifier systems with exponential 
output signal (in certain period) to regulate each other to 
perform computation. Each autocatalytic amplifier’s response 
grows exponentially exp(ct) with time t after being triggered  
(for a tunable constant c). 
The basic motif: A tunable autocatalytic amplifier made from 
Seesaw Gates [Qian et al. Science 2011] 
	



Leak simulation of autocatalytic seesaw amplifier:  
Gate(G1 : W1,2) and Gate(G2 : W2,1) are at 100 nM. 
Fuel(W1;3) and fuel(W2;4) are at 200 nM.  
(a) How the concentration of output grows over time.  
(b)  We plot ln(output concentration) over time. The 

straight line domain is where the output signal can be 
modeled by functions in the form of a ect where a, c 
are constants and t is time duration. 

SimulaEon	of	AutocatalyEc	Amplifier	
	Used	to	Approximately	Compute	exp(ct)	

	



Example	Circuit	to	Compute	
Square	Root	using	Architecture	II	

Three modules in the architecture: 
input module AI , output module AO 
and stopper module AS. Each 
module is an autocatalytic amplifier.  
 
 
Let [OI]=f(t), [output]=g(t). To 
compute sqrt(x), we tune AI and AO 
such that g(f-1(x)) = sqrt(x) for x in a 
restricted range, where [input]0 = x, 
and f-1(x) is for how long AO runs.  

Uses formula: 
sqrt(x) = exp(ln(x)/2) 



A	Circuit	to	Compute	Square	Root	
Based	on	Architecture	II	(Contd.)	
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AutocatalyMc	Chemical	
	ReacMon	Network.	

DNA	Hairpin	based	AutocatalyEc	Systems	#	

#				Self	replicaMng	DNA	Nanostructures	from	Hairpins	(Garg	et.	al.	In	preparaMon)	

***Leakless	DNA	Strand	Displacement	Cascades	(Thachuk	et.	al.	2015)	

***	



Insight:	Irreversible	Hairpin	Opening	

		Without	Clamp											With	Clamp	

#				Self	replicaMng	DNA	Nanostructures	from	Hairpins	(Garg	et.	al.	In	preparaMon)	
	



Experimental	Results:	
DNA	Hairpin	Based	AutocatalyEc	Systems	

•  AutocatalyEc	Systems	
leak	quickly.	

• MulEple	curves	show	
the	rate	of	leakage	in	
the	system.	

•  Reducing	leaks	involves	
gekng	rid	of	synthesis	
errors,		

	
•  extremely	pure	strands	
can	result	in	very	low	
leak.	



• Toehold	exchange	strand	displacement	[1]	

• Scalable	circuits	using	toehold	exchange	strand	
displacement:	

• Square	root	circuit,	seesaw	DNA	logic	gates	[2]	

Problem:	
Irreversible	and	Non-reusable,	once	
reaches	equilibrium	and	generates	
output.	

Proposed	soluEons:	
1)  Use	of	photo-controllable	molecules	

intercalated	within	DNA	strands	to	
reverse	the	reacMon.	(in	
collaboraMon	with	Xin	Song)	

2)  ExtracMon	mechanism	and	use	of	
mulMple	universal	toeholds	with	
sequestering	within	hairpin	loops.	

References:	
[1]	Zhang,	D.Y.	&	Winfree,	E.	2009	Control	of	DNA	Strand	Displacement	KineMcs	Using	Toehold	Exchange.	Journal	of	the	American	Chemical	Society	131,	17303-17314.	(doi:10.1021/
ja906987s).	
[2] Qian, L. & Winfree, E. 2011 Scaling Up Digital Circuit Computation with DNA Strand Displacement Cascades. Science 332, 1196-1201. (doi:10.1126/science.1200520).	

ApplicaEon:	
Ø  Building	reversible	nano-roboMc	

devices	like	walkers,	gears	and	
tweezers.	

Ø  Photo-control	chemical	reacMons	for	
biological	and	medical	use	



Renewable	DNA	Circuits	
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Universal	ComputaEon	using		
Renewable	DNA	Circuits	

•  Current	circuits	can	only	perform	
1	cycle	of	computaEon,	or	a	
single	instrucEon.	

•  Logical	Progression:	Create	
circuits	that	can	perform	mulEple	
cycles	of	computaEon,	or	
mulEple	instrucEons.	

•  In	each	cycle,	introduce	a	new	
set	of	inputs	(instrucEon),	that	
will	be	processed	in	that	cycle.	

•  First,	pull-back	the	exisEng	input.	
Then	introduce	the	new	input.	

#				Universal	ComputaMong	using	Time	Responsive	DNA	Circuits	(Garg	et.	al.	In	preparaMon)	
	



Cycle	1:	Introduce	Inputs		
(Eg	2-input	gate:	OR,	AND,	NOR	etc.)	



Cycle	2:		
Pull	back	inputs	from	the		circuit	



ConstrucEon	of	a	complex	gate	(XOR)	

● X	XOR	Y		
● (X	∧	¬	Y)∨(Y	∧	¬	X)	

	
● 5	DNA	Gates:		
○ 2	ANDs	
○ 1	ORs	
○ 2	NOTs	



Experimental	Results	
using	a	2-input	1-output	Gate	Complex	

Sequence	of	AddiMon	at	
100nM*:		

	
4.	Cycle	1:	Introduce	both	

Inputs,	X	and	Y	
5.	Pull	Back	Input	X	and	Y		
7.	Cycle	2:	Reintroduce	Both	

Inputs	X	and	Y.		
10.	Signal	to	consume	all	

Reporter	Complex.	
	
(*Some	numbered	steps	
	have	not	been	detailed)	
	
	



Xin	Song	
PhD	Student	

Dept.	of	EECS	

Duke	University	

Current	&	Past	Projects	
	

•  Renewable	DNA	Seesaw	Logic	Gates	and	
Circuits	

•  InducMve	Nano-PaBerning	and	
ApplicaMons	

•  Silica	EncapsulaMon	of	FRET	Devices	on	
DNA	Scaffold	



References:	
[1]	Asanuma,	H.,	Liang,	X.,	Nishioka,	H.,	Matsunaga,	D.,	Liu,	M.	&	Komiyama,	M.	2007	Synthesis	of	azobenzene-tethered	DNA	for	reversible	photo-regulaMon	of	DNA	funcMons:	hybridizaMon	
and	transcripMon.	Nat.	Protocols	2,	203-212.	
[2] Ogura, Y., Onishi, A., Nishimura, T. & Tanida, J. 2016 Optically controlled release of DNA based on nonradiative relaxation process of quenchers. Biomed. Opt. Express 7, 
2142-2153. (doi:10.1364/BOE.7.002142).	

SoluEon	1:	Photo-	controllable	toehold-mediated	strand	displacement		
•  Azobenzene	isomerizaMon	applicaMon	on	toeholds	[1]	 •  OpMcally	controlled	release	of	ssDNA	using	BHQs	[2]	

SoluEon	2:	MulMple	universal	toeholds	sequestering	in	hairpin	loop	and	extracMon	mechanism	
Step	1:	Forward	reacMon	with	hairpin	gate:	 Step	2:	Extractors	to	get	backward	reacMon:	
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Self-Assembled	and	Renewable	DNA	Seesaw	Logic	Gates	with	Photonic	Controls	and	Signals	



Xin Song, Abeer Eshra, Chris Dwyer and John Reif, Renewable DNA Seesaw Logic Circuits Enabled by 
Photoregulation of Toehold-Mediated Strand Displacement (In peer review for journal publication)  

Species	name
RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
100%	effecEve	toehold	

sequestering

RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
80%	effecEve	toehold	

sequestering

RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
60%	effecEve	toehold	

sequestering

RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
40%	effecEve	toehold	

sequestering
Input	1 99.7 99.4 88.4 33.6
Input	2 99.7 99.4 88.4 33.6
IntGate 99.8 99.6 89.6 40.2
ThrGate 99.8 99.4 82.8 0.4
AmpGate 99.5 98.7 75.2 8.2

Fuel 99.8 99.4 87.6 54.1
RepGate 99.9 99.6 89.8 45.5

Species	name RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
Input	ON-ON

RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
Input	ON-OFF	

RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
Input	OFF-ON	

RegeneraEon	yield	(%)		
Input	OFF-OFF	

Input	1 99.4 99.2 99.0 97.0
Input	2 99.4 99.0 99.2 97.0
IntGate 99.6 99.6 99.6 99.7
ThrGate 99.4 99.5 99.5 99.5
AmpGate 98.7 98.9 98.9 99.6

Fuel 99.4 99.5 99.5 99.8
RepGate 99.6 99.7 99.7 99.8

Self-Assembled	and	Renewable	DNA	Seesaw	Logic	Gates	with	Photonic	Controls	and	Signals	



Abeer	Eshra	
VisiMng	scholar	in	John	Reif	Lab,	Duke	University	

PhD	candidate,	Department	of	Computer	Science	and	Engineering	
Faculty	of	Electronic	Engineering,	Menoufia	University	



Results	of	basic	moEf:	 ApplicaEon:	2	Input	Logic	OR	Gate	

Renewable	2-input	OR	gate.	Leq:	Abstract	design.	Right:	 Inputs	and	fuels	each	in-lined	with	their	extractor.	
BoXom	right:	Four	cases	computaEon	and	restoraEon.	OR	gate	should	give	high	output	if	one	of	its	inputs	is	
high.	It	should	give	low	output	if	all	inputs	are	low.	Fluorescence	was	absent	only	when	there	was	no	inputs.	

In	 both	 figures,	 red	 circles	 show	 restoraEon	 aqer	
adding	 extractors.	 Green	 circles	 show	 computaEon	
aqer	 adding	 input	 and	 fuel	 to	 start	 a	 forward	
reacEon	 and	 reuse	 the	 circuit.	 In	 Figure	 7,	 a	 blue	
circle	 is	 showing	accumulaEng	waste	 from	previous	
restoraEon.	 Intensity	 of	 adjacent	 band	 in	 lane	 10	
shows	that	concentraEon	of	waste	is	increasing.	

OR	gate	with	reversal	and	changing	cases.	Leq:	OFFON	then	ONON.	Right:	OFFON,	ONOFF	then	ONON.	

KineEc	experiment.		

Polyacrylamide	gel	electrophoresis	analysis	

•  Abeer	Eshra,	Shalin	Shah	and	John	Reif,	DNA	Hairpin	Gate:	A	
Renewable	DNA	Seesaw	MoEf	Using	Hairpins,	submiXed	(2017).	



Reif Group Papers on the Web

Reif Papers on DNA nanoscience on the Web:	
-  hXp://www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/vita/papers.html	

-  Survey	on	DNA	ComputaEon:		
Hieu	 Bui,	 Harish	 Chandran,	 Sudhanshu	 Garg,	 Nikhil	 Gopalkrishnan,	 Reem	
Mokhtar,	 Tianqi	 Song	 and	 John	 H	 Reif,	 DNA	 CompuEng,	 Chapter	 in	 SecEon	 3:	
Architecture	 and	 OrganizaEon,	 Volume	 I:	 Computer	 Science	 and	 Soqware	
Engineering	 (Edited	 by	 Teofilo	 F.	 Gonzalez),	 The	 Computer	 Science	 Handbook,	
Third	EdiEon	(Editor-In-Chief	Allen	B.	Tucker),	Taylor	&	Francis	Group,	(2014).	

Other Reif Papers on the Web:	
-  hXp://www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/vita/papers.html	

	



Talks Downloadable from Reif’s Website
-  www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/paper/DNA-NanoscienceTalks	
	
This	Talk:	DNA-Based	Programmable	Molecular	Devices
hXp://www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/paper/DNA-NanoscienceTalks/DNA-
MolecularDevices/DNA-MolecularDevices.pdf	
	
Other	Talks:	
DNA	CompuEng:	Theory,	Experiments	&	Soqware:	
hXp://www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/paper/DNA-NanoscienceTalks/DNA-CompuEng/DNA-
CompuEng.pdf	
	
Self-Assembled	DNA	Nanostructures:	
www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/paper/DNA-NanoscienceTalks/DNA-Nanostructures/DNA-
Nanostructures.pdf	
	
DNA-Based	Programmable	Autonomous	Molecular	RoboEc	Devices:	
www.cs.duke.edu/~reif/paper/DNA-NanoscienceTalks/DNA-ProgAutoMolRoboEcs/
DNA-ProgAutoMolRoboEcs.pdf	


